Long-term outcome, with monitoring of platelet counts, in patients with chronic hepatitis C and liver cirrhosis after interferon therapy.
Because the determination of the stage of fibrosis depends on rather subjective judgment, more objective parameters are needed. In this study, we followed the long-term outcome, with monitoring of platelet counts, in patients with chronic hepatitis C or liver cirrhosis (LC) who had undergone interferon (IFN) therapy. 596 patients who were diagnosed at our institute from 1987 to 1998 with chronic hepatitis C and LC were treated with IFNs. A further 58 patients were not treated (NT). The annual rate of changes in platelet counts were calculated and compared for IFN-treated and NT patients. The relationship between the efficacy of IFN therapy and the incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) showed that the patients who were virologic sustained responders (VSR) had a significantly lower incidence of HCC than the nonresponders (NR) and NT patients. The change in platelet counts was +4,350/microl/year in the VSR, +1,010/microl/year in the biochemical sustained responders (BSR), -4,540/microl/year in the NR and -6,180/microl/year in the NT patients, indicating a significant platelet increase in the VSR, a decrease of the same magnitude in the NR and NT patients, and no change in the BSR. The cumulative probability of developing HCC and liver failure was significantly higher in groups with decreased platelet counts than in groups with increased platelet counts among patients who had undergone IFN therapy. Multivariate analyses revealed that a decrease in platelet counts was the cardinal risk factor for development of HCC and liver failure in chronic hepatitis C or LC patients. Investigation of platelet counts was useful for determining the long-term outcome of patients who had undergone IFN therapy and for predicting the development of HCC.